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Alternatives creates, deletes, maintains, and displays information about the symbolic links that make up the alternative system. The alternative system is a re-implementation of the Debian alternative system. Multiple programs that perform the same or similar functions often appear on a single system at
the same time. For example, many systems have multiple text editors installed at once. This diversity gives option to users of a system, allowing everyone to use a different editor if they wish, but makes it difficult for a program to make a good editor choice to invoke if the user has not specified a particular
preference. The alternative system aims to solve this problem. All files that provide interchangeable functionality share a generic name in the file system. The alternative system and the system administrator jointly determine which actual file this generic name refers to. For example, if the ed and nvi text
editors are installed on the system, the alternative system will cause the generic name /usr/bin/editor to reference /usr/bin/nvi by default. The system administrator can override this and have it reference /usr/bin/ed instead, and the alternative system will not modify this setting until explicitly prompted to do
so. Negative Space / Pexels / CC0 The generic name is not a direct symbolic link to the selected alternative. Instead, it is a symbolic link to a name in the alternatives directory, which in turn is a symbolic link to the referenced actual file. This is done so that system administrator changes can be limited
within the /etc directory. When you install, change, or remove each package that provides a file with particular functionality, alternatives are called to update information about that file in the system.alternatives alternatives, typically called from the %post or %pre scripts in RPM packages. It is often useful



for a number of alternatives to be synchronized to be changed as a group. For example, when multiple versions of the vi editor are installed, the man page referenced by /usr/share/man/man1/vi.1 must correspond to the executable referenced by/usr/bin/vi. Alternatives handles this reference by means of
parent and child links; when the primary is changed, the associated children are also changed. A parent link and its associated children make up a group of links. Since the activities of the alternatives are quite involved, some specific terms will help explain how they work. Generic name: A name, such as
/usr/bin/editor, that refers, through the alternative system, to one of several similar function files. Symlink: Without any qualification this means a symbolic link in the alternatives directory: one that the system administrator is expected to adjust. Alternative: The name of a specific file in the file system, which
can be accessible through a generic name using the alternative system. Alternatives directory: A directory, by default containing symbolic links. Administrative directory: A directory, by default /var/lib/alternatives, that contains the status information for the alternatives. Link group: A set of related symbolic
links, intended to be updated as a group. Primary link: The link in a link group that determines how the other links in the group are configured. Secondary binding: A link in a link group that is controlled by the primary link configuration. Automatic mode: When a link group is in automatic mode, the
alternative system ensures that the links in the group point to the highest priority alternatives appropriate for the group. Manual mode: When a link group is in manual mode, the alternative system will not make any changes to the system administrator settings. The command takes one of the following
ways: alternatives [options] --install link name path priority [--slave link name path]... [--initscriptservice]alternatives [options] --remove name pathalternatives [options] --set name pathalternatives [options] --auto namealternatives [options] --display namealternatives [options] --config name Exactly one
action must be specified if alternatives is to perform any meaningful task. Any number of common options can be specified along with any action. --verbose: Generate more feedback on what alternatives you are doing.--silence: Do not generate any comments unless errors occur. This option is not yet
implemented.--try: Don't do anything, just say what you would do. This option is not yet implemented.--help: Provide some usage information (and say which version of the alternatives this is).--version: Indicate which version of the alternatives this is (and provide some usage information).--altdir directory:
Specifies the alternate directory, when this should be different from the default.--admindir: Specifies the administrative directory, when this should be different from the default. Actions include their own special syntax. Add an alternative group to the system. Name is the generic name for the parent link,
link is the name of its symbolic link, and path is the alternative that is entered for the parent link. Sname, slink, and spath are the generic name, symbolic binding name, and alternative for a child link, and service is the name of any associated initscript for the alternative. --initscript is a Red Hat Linux-
specific option. Zero or more --slave options can be specified, each followed by three arguments. If the specified primary symbolic binding already exists in the alternative system records, the information provided will be added as a new set of alternatives for the group. Otherwise, a new group, set to
automatic mode, will be added with this information. the group is in automatic mode and the priority of the newly added alternatives is greater than any other alternative installed for this group, the symbolic links will be updated to point to the newly added alternatives. If --initscript is used, the alternative
system will handle the initscript associated with the alternative alternative chkconfig, registering and unregistering the init script depending on which alternative is active. --initscript is a Red Hat Linux-specific option. Delete an alternative and all its associated child links. name is a name in the alternatives
directory, and path is an absolute file name to which the name could be linked. If name is linked to the path, the name will be updated to point to another appropriate alternative or deleted if there is no such alternative left. The associated child bindings will be updated or deleted, correspondingly. If the link
does not currently point to the path, no link is changed; only information about the alternative is deleted. The symbolic and child links for the link group name set to those configured for the path, and the link group is set to manual mode. This option is not in the original Debian implementation. Rename the
primary symbolic link to automatic mode. In the process, this symbolic link and its children are updated to indicate the highest priority installed alternatives. Display information about the link group whose name is the parent link. The information shown includes the group mode (automatic or manual), which
alternative the symbolic link currently points to, what other alternatives are available (and their corresponding secondary alternatives), and the highest priority alternative currently installed. The free command is a simple utility that checks the amount of free memory on a Linux or Unix system. It is a
command-line tool that shows the amount of physical memory of your system and how much swap space is used and how much is currently free. There's not much for the free command, and it's easy to get started with it. Open a terminal on your Linux system, type free, and then press Enter. The free
command displays a table of information about your system's memory, just like the image below. Those numbers are less than ideal. This is because these numbers are listed in kilobytes (KB). For an easy-to-read version, use the -h. free -h mark This results in a clearer table. To display the results on a
different size unit, use the -b flag to set the output in bytes, -k for kilobytes, -m for megabytes, or -g for gigabytes. Because the default output is in kilobytes and the bytes are small, you may only need the megabytes indicator and possibly the gigabytes flag. free -m Since a system ultimately groups the
space with physical memory, it is useful to see a complete total. That's where the -t. free -t indicator enters The individual output is displayed along with a line for the total. Memory usage on a computer changes continuously. That's why it's helpful to get a reading over time. Can this with the -c mark and
the -s flag. Start with -c, which allows you to specify a count of how many times you want to get a read. free -c 5 The -s flag is repeated continuously every few seconds, depending on the number you provide. free -s 3 Displays a data table every three seconds. It can be combined with another flag, such
as -h. -h. -s 3 -h Displays a more readable output every three seconds. Now you're ready to run with the free command. For a more detailed breakdown of what the command can do, refer to the following manual. free — display information about free memory and used on the free system [-b-k-m-g][-h] [-l]
[-t] [-s delay ] [-c count ] free(1) shows the total amount of free and used physical memory and swap space on the system, as well as the buffers and cache consumed by the kernel. Normal invocation of free(1) does not require any option. The output, however, can be adjusted by specifying one or more of
the following flags: -b, --bytes Show output in bytes. -k, --kb Show output in kilobytes (KB). This is the default. -m, --mb Show output in megabytes (MB). -g, --gb Show output in gigabytes (GB). -h, --human Show human-readable output using simplified numbers and tags. -l, --lowhigh Display detailed
information about low versus high memory usage. -t, --total Displays a total summary of physical memory + swap space. -c n, --count-n Show statistics n times and then exit. Used in conjunction with the -s flag. The default is to display only once, unless -s is specified, in which case the default is to repeat
until it is interrupted. -s n, --repeat-n Repeat, pausing every n seconds in between. -V, --version Display version information and exit. --help Show usage and exit information. exit.
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